dmc a local service organisation
that provides consulting services,
creative events and exemplary
management logistics based on
an in-depth knowledge of the
destination and the needs of the
incentive and motivation market.

DMC Olinad is part of 3D Group, a
tourist company specialized in handling
incoming events to Italy, and is member of
SITE, MPI, ADME and FIAVET.
DMC Olinad is specialized in the
following areas:

Piedmont Milan Lake Como Lake Lugano Lake Maggiore
Lake Garda Verona Venice Tuscany Florence
Rome

Amalfi Coast

Naples

Sicily

Umbria
Sardinia

For this high specialization, continuously updated by frequent visits to the
above locations to discover new elements
to present our future clients, we can be
your perfect local partner able to deal
with your guests. We can assist them in all
the different individual needs and working
closely with your staff.

Another strong point is we insist on is
the attention we pay to all the details.
As we love the places we include in our
programs because of the high knowledge
we have of them, we feel ourselves proud to
be able to deliver a memorable event to the
companies that trust in our expertise.
Our work is supported by the other departments of our company that intervene
in the project offering their support in the
field they are specialized in:
Olinad Tours of Italy
dealing with Specialty Tours
Olinad Golf & Tours
dealing with Golf
Pianeta Sport
dealing with Teambuilding
and Sport activities
In Cucina Scuola di Arte Culinaria
dealing with Cooking classes

Our way to be
As a DMC, we do no only provide creative itineraries and exemplary management but, above all, we make constructive
contributions to the incentive, motivation
and meeting management industry.
We are not only a passive handling agent
but an active consultant who collaborates
with his clients in building up a successful
programme and delivers it under the exact
contracted prescriptions.
We are, according to the SITE definition
of a DMC, a local service organisation
that provides consulting services, creative
events and exemplary management logistics based on an in-depth knowledge of the
destination and the needs of the incentive
and motivation market.

That means that:
U we are an expert and committed adviser

U we put at the client’s disposal all the

who can support our client during the

necessary means and staff support and

selling and promotion process of incen-

we are fully available for the client be-

tive, motivation, or conference travel;

fore, during and after the execution of

U we possess an in-depth knowledge of the

the programme.

destination, we have excellent strong
relations with reliable local suppliers
and we are a crucial and dependable
link between them and the client;
U we respect both in letter and in spirit all
commitments made to the clients and
suppliers;
U we provide creative programmes and

In few words, as a professional DMC,
we strive all times for
U Creative conception
U Perfect planning
U Impeccable performance

events, outstanding customised services

acting according to the Code of Ethics of

and exemplary management of logistics

SITE that we have undersigned once we

during the operations;

were accepted of being part of it.

Via Carloni, 8
tel. +39 031 30 03 27

fax: +39 031 30 13 92

22100 Como

Italy

e-mail: info@dmcolinad.it website: dmcoilinad.it

